The maturation-dependent conformational change of the major capsid protein of bacteriophage T4 involves a substantial change in secondary structure.
We have investigated the conformational basis of the expansion transformation that occurs upon maturation of the bacteriophage T4 prohead, by using laser Raman spectroscopy to determine the secondary structure of the major capsid protein in both the precursor and the mature states of the surface lattice. This transformation involves major changes in the physical, chemical, and immunological properties of the capsid and is preceded in vivo by processing of its major protein, gp23 (56 kDa), to gp23* (49 kDa), by proteolysis of its N-terminal gp23-delta domain. The respective secondary structures of gp23 in the unexpanded state, and of gp23* in the expanded state, were determined from the laser Raman spectra of polyheads, tubular polymorphic variants of the capsid. Similar measurements were also made on uncleaved polyheads that had been expanded in vitro and, for reference, on thermally denatured polyheads. We find that, with or without cleavage of gp23, expansion is accompanied by substantial changes in secondary structure, involving a major reduction in alpha-helix content and an increase in beta-sheet. The beta-sheet contents of gp23* or gp23 in the expanded state of the surface lattice, and even of gp23 in the unexpanded state, are sufficient for a domain with the "jellyroll" fold of antiparallel beta-sheets, previously detected in the capsid proteins of other icosahedral viruses.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)